Improved method for fetal heart rate monitoring.
The fetal ECG can be detected in the recorded abdominal signals. A new procedure to compute the fetal heart rate (FHR) is proposed. The abdominal signal is first preprocessed in order to remove the baseline and the uterine contractions. Then the ECG of the mother (MECG) is removed using coherent averaging and optimizing the averaged MECG template. The channels containing the clearest fetal ECG signal (FECG) are identified by the autocorrelation function. The FECG is enhanced by the cross correlation between the two channels that show the strongest FECG. This enhancement is possible since the residual noise in the abdominal signal after removal of baseline, uterine contractions and maternal ECG is not correlated among the channels. The fetal R-Peaks are then detected and the FHR is computed. The obtained FHR is further corrected, using the information about the MECG and about the FECG.